Develop foundational skills with

READING EGGS
to improve reading & literacy

Dynamic, 2-in-1 literacy solution to ensure reading proficiency
Reading Eggs and Reading Eggspress are designed to build and reinforce literacy skills aligned to
the five pillars of reading in a captivating online environment. Used by nearly 60,000 teachers, our
highly rewarding programs foster independent learning and drive classroom instruction to ensure that
your pre-K through 6th grade students become lifelong readers.

Individualized Learning Paths

Students take a placement quiz before beginning their
reading journey along a sequenced path of lessons

Literacy Skills

Scaffolded activities incrementally build literacy skills
slowly and explicitly

Reading Comprehension

Lexile®-leveled books and lessons stimulate students’
cognitive skills

Learner Motivation

Friendly characters, games, and rewards keep students
laughing and learning

Progress Monitoring

Leveled mastery quizzes and assessments measure
student progress and yield detailed teacher reports

Teacher Support

Educators can access teaching notes, printable student
worksheets, and instructional resources for interactive
whiteboards and learning centers

Learning to read and reading to learn
Reading Eggs supports pre-K through 2nd grade students as they successfully start their journey towards
becoming proficient readers, while Reading Eggspress builds on students’ love for reading and develops
comprehension skills for 2nd through 6th grade learners.

Stepping Stones Lessons

Build and reinforce foundational reading skills,
including phonemic awareness, phonics,
vocabulary, and fluency

Storylands

Focus on expanding vocabulary and building
comprehension using leveled texts

Skills Bank and Puzzle Park

Test spelling, grammar, and sight word 		
recognition through word puzzles and games

Story Factory

Develop writing abilities, and encourage story
submissions to weekly competitions

Comprehension Lessons

Practice cognitive skills through and exercise
reading strategies

English Skills

Enrich and extend learning through 200 leveled
spelling lessons

The Stadium

Develop key English skills through real-time
competitions with other students

The Library

Explore over 2,000 fiction and nonfiction texts
organized by genre and Lexile® level

Why nearly 60,000 teachers love it
Build foundational skills

Provide explicit lesson instructions, multiple
opportunities for learning, and frequent reinforcement

Individualize learning

Begin working in a scaffolded skill sequence, review
concepts as needed, and advance when ready

Support Instruction

Reporting includes Lexile® measures to help pinpoint
reading abilities and is paired with a Teacher Toolkit of
corresponding leveled resources
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